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Abstract A series of numerical sensitivity experiments is performed to quantify the impact
of sea-surface temperature (SST) distribution on offshore surface fluxes and simulated seabreeze dynamics. The SST simulations of two mid-latitude sea-breeze events over coastal
New England are performed using a spatially-uniform SST, as well as spatially-varying
SST datasets of 32- and 1-km horizontal resolutions. Offshore surface heat and buoyancy
fluxes vary in response to the SST distribution. Local sea-breeze circulations are relatively
insensitive, with minimal differences in vertical structure and propagation speed among the
experiments. The largest thermal perturbations are confined to the lowest 10% of the seabreeze column due to the relatively high stability of the mid-Atlantic marine atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) suppressing vertical mixing, resulting in the depth of the marine layer
remaining unchanged. Minimal impacts on the column-averaged virtual potential temperature and sea-breeze depth translates to small changes in sea-breeze propagation speed. This
indicates that the use of datasets with a fine-scale SST may not produce more accurate seabreeze simulations in highly stable marine ABL regimes, though may prove more beneficial
in less stable sub-tropical environments.
Keywords Coastal meteorology · Marine atmospheric boundary layer · Sea breeze · Surface
heat and buoyancy fluxes

1 Introduction
Long Island Sound is an estuary located in the north-east of the USA with complex spatial
variations in sea-surface temperature (SST; Latimer et al. 2013). During summer, the relatively high SST at the closed end of the estuary results from the drainage of warm water from
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the Hudson River into the western end of the Sound through tidal dispersion at the ocean surface layer (Wilson 1976; Blumberg and Pritchard 1997; Ullman and Codiga 2004; Fribance
et al. 2013). Sea temperatures are lower at the mouth of Long Island Sound due to swift tidal
currents, which create large vertical shear, resulting in strong tidal mixing with cool deep
water (Bowman and Esaias 1981; Codiga and Rear 2004; Whitney and Garvine 2008); the
mouth also has direct access to the cooler continental shelf waters. Surface heat fluxes over
the coastal ocean, as well as the structure of the offshore marine atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL), may be modified by the fluctuating spatial distribution of SST in Long Island Sound.
Atmospheric sea breezes, which are a consequence of the diurnal variations in the land–sea
temperature difference, may also be influenced by the horizontal distribution of SST in Long
Island Sound.
Accurate predictions of the arrival of the sea breeze, the associated temperature and wind
fields, as well as the structure of the circulatory offshore flow, are beneficial to a diverse range
of communities. In highly urbanized regions, such as coastal New York and Connecticut,
sea breezes affect the horizontal and vertical trajectory of air parcels, altering the threedimensional distribution of tracer materials throughout the urban environment (Thompson
et al. 2007). The accurate prediction of the strength of the vertical circulation along the
head of the sea breeze, the depth of the associated stable layer, and the timing of the seabreeze front are important for regional air quality (e.g., Simpson 1994; Lu and Turco 1994;
Clappier et al. 2000; Bouchlaghem et al. 2007) and the dispersion of contaminant plumes
(e.g., Thompson et al. 2007; Yerramilli et al. 2009). The reduction in coastal temperatures
from the arrival of a sea breeze also mitigates the consumption of power by personal and
industrial air-conditioning units. Understanding of the spatial variations in the frequency,
orientation, and structure of sea breezes, in conjunction with the regional synoptic flow and
local topography (e.g., terrain slope, land use) may also encourage the development and
use of offshore and coastal-land wind farms (e.g., Gibson and Cullen 2015; Steele et al.
2015). Sea breezes may also initiate severe convection in often densely populated coastal
regions, dependent on the inland kinematic and thermodynamic atmospheric environment,
the characteristics of the sea breeze, and the presence of additional mesoscale convergence
boundaries (e.g., Kingsmill 1995; Fovell 2005).
Given the ubiquitous nature of sea breezes in coastal regions, a large body of literature exists (e.g., Abbs and Physick 1992; Miller et al. 2003; Crosman and Horel 2010)
providing extensive discussions on a variety of aspects concerning sea-breeze circulations,
including the conditions necessary for the accurate numerical simulation of sea breezes
(e.g., Berri and Paegle 1990; Colby 2004; Srinivas et al. 2006; Ries and Schlunzen 2009).
Several studies have addressed the importance of properly representing the land surface
in simulations of sea-breeze events (Yang et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2005; Lombardo et al.
2016). For example, the incorrect classification of the land surface of the Hawaiian Islands
affects the land–sea temperature difference by as much as 1−3 ◦ C, contributing to numerical sea-breeze propagation speeds of 2–3 m s−1 less than those observed (Yang et al. 2005;
Zhang et al. 2005). As reanalysis datasets with relatively coarse horizontal grid resolutions for the initialization of numerical simulations are unable to resolve the fine-scale
details of complex coastlines, the land mask and surface temperatures at coastal-land and
water points may be incorrectly initialized with SST or land-surface temperature values,
respectively (Lombardo et al. 2016). Given that the SST is typically static in mesoscale
simulations, errors in SST at model initialization propagate through the simulation. Lombardo et al. (2016) showed that the improper numerical representation of the coastline of
the Long Island Sound results in sea temperatures as much as 25 ◦ C greater than that
observed (because coastal ocean areas are designated as land), with the overlying air
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temperatures increased by up to 7 ◦ C, resulting in erroneous gradients in coastal temperatures.
The distribution of SST can influence the spatial patterns of surface heat fluxes, the
development of the overlying marine ABL, and consequently the development of coastal
circulations (e.g., Rouault et al. 2002; LaCasse et al. 2008; Steele et al. 2013). LaCasse
et al. (2008) quantified the impact of using a SST of 1-km resolution from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer on the development of numerical coastal circulations
over Florida with respect to the 0.5◦ Real-time Global Sea Surface Temperature Analysis
dataset, and found an enhanced offshore displacement of the boundary-layer convergence,
resulting in a more accurate representation of the localized precipitation. However, the focus
was on boundary-layer circulations within the sub-tropics in the presence of a warm western
boundary current, which is a region of relatively weak boundary-layer stability compared
with, e.g., the mid-latitudes, and the authors did not address the impact of the sea breeze on
coastal Florida.
Previous research illustrates that the use of a fine-scale SST dataset improves the magnitude and horizontal distribution of surface heat fluxes. Within the sub-tropics, these fluxes
modify the thermodynamic structure and depth of the offshore boundary layer, and the resulting boundary-layer circulations, including the transport of moisture from offshore to inland
regions (e.g., Rouault and Lutjeharms 2000; Rouault et al. 2002; LaCasse et al. 2008). For
example, surface latent heat fluxes were underestimated by 50–100% across the Agulhas
Current near southern Africa due to the coarse representation of the horizontal SST distribution in the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Reanalysis data compared
with fine-scale satellite SST observations (e.g., Rouault and Lutjeharms 2000; Rouault et al.
2002). This reduces the moisture source for developing storms, resulting in an underestimation in inland precipitation. Steele et al. (2013) quantified the impact of horizontal SST
gradients on sea-breeze circulations using two-dimensional idealized mesoscale numerical
simulations at a 3-km horizontal resolution, with simulations initialized using a mid-latitude
thermodynamic profile representative of Great Britain. Higher SST values reduced the land–
sea coastal temperature gradient, resulting in a weaker onshore propagation of the sea-breeze
front and reduced wind speeds within the sea-breeze head, while the offshore calm zone
diminished, allowing for increased wind speeds offshore. The authors stressed the importance of repeating this sensitivity experiment with sea-breeze case studies in the presence
of realistic, complex coastlines. As such, the impact of the use of fine-scale SST datasets in
simulations of sea breezes within the mid-latitudes, such as those found over southern New
England and Long Island, is unknown. Furthermore, the benefit of using a fine-scale SST
dataset to initialize numerical simulations for sea-breeze prediction in the mid-latitudes has
not been evaluated.
We quantify here the influence of a fine-scale SST dataset on coastal surface fluxes and
the associated coastal sea-breeze circulation in a mid-latitude setting. Mesoscale numerical
simulations of two sea-breeze case studies are initialized with three different SST boundary
conditions. Sea breezes over coastal Connecticut and Rhode Island are analyzed given the
high frequency of sea-breeze events over this densely populated region during the late spring
and early summer (Novak and Colle 2006). Section 2 describes the numerical modelling
configuration and the SST datasets used to initialize the numerical sensitivity experiments,
with the results presented in Sect. 3, including comparisons with observations. The influence
of the stable mid-Atlantic marine ABL on sea-breeze circulations is discussed in Sect. 4,
with a summary provided in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 1 Map including the 1-km WRF model domain (black solid). The location of the western Long Island
Sound buoy (44022, Executions Rocks), the central Long Island Sound buoy (44039), the eastern Long Island
Sound buoy (44060), and the instrumented coastal airport locations including White Plains New York, New
Haven Connecticut, and Groton Connecticut

2 Numerical Methods and Data
2.1 Sea-Surface Temperature Numerical Sensitivity Experiments
The Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF-ARW) version
3.6.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008) is used to simulate sea-breeze events on 8 July and 21 August
2013 over coastal Connecticut and Rhode Island. These two events are representative of
summertime sea breezes in the area, and have been analyzed previously in Lombardo et al.
(2016). Three coupled domains of 9-, 3-, and 1-km resolution are centred over southern New
England (Fig. 1; see Fig. 1 in Lombardo et al. 2016 for the 9-, 3-km domains), with 48 vertical
levels, of which 10 are within the lowest 1 km. The model physical parametrization schemes
for all simulations are presented in Table 1. The 2-m air temperature, 2-m mixing ratio, and
10-m wind speed are derived from the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino (MYNN) surfacelayer scheme, with a detailed discussion provided in the “Appendix”. A local boundary-layer
parametrization is used, which tends to perform better than a non-local parametrization in
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Table 1 WRF model grid resolution and physical parametrizations for all simulations
Horizontal grid spacing (km)

9, 3, 1

Vertical levels

48

Cumulus parametrization

Kain–Fritsch (Kain and Fritsch 1990; Kain 2004)/explicit/explicit

Microphysics parametrization

Morrison (Morrison et al. 2009)

Planetary boundary-layer parametrization MYNN2.5 (Nakanishi and Niino 2006, 2009)
Surface-layer parametrization

MYNN

Land-surface parametrization

Unified Noah (Ek et al. 2003)

offshore coastal regions (e.g., Lombardo and Colle 2013; Krogsaeter and Reuter 2015).
Atmospheric initial and boundary conditions are derived from the 32-km North American
Regional Reanalysis data (NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006; National Centers for Environmental
Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research), which are available at a 3-h temporal
resolution from the National Climatic Data Center/National Operational Model Archive and
Distribution System (http://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/data/php).
A series of sensitivity experiments is performed to evaluate the impact of the seatemperature distribution on local surface fluxes and sea-breeze circulations over southern
New England. Specifically, we highlight the impact of the SST spatial distribution in the
greater Long Island Sound region, including Block Island Sound, using a uniform SST value
(Fig. 2a, d), a 32-km horizontal resolution SST dataset provided by the NARR (Fig. 2b, e), and
the Global 1-km SST (G1SST; Fig. 2c, f) dataset provided by the Group for High Resolution
SST project of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
which is available once a day by the Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (http://dx.doi.org/10.5067/GHG1S-4FP01). The G1SST dataset includes satellite SST
data from Aqua’s Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System, Aqua MODIS, MetOp-A’s Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 3, the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission Microwave Mission imager, Envisat’s Advanced Along Track
Scanning Radiometer and the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 13 imager,
as well as in situ data from moored and drifting buoys using a variational blending algorithm
(Chao et al. 2009).
Uniform SST values for the events on 21 August (22.0 ◦ C; Fig. 2a) and 8 July (22.5 ◦ C;
Fig. 2d) are calculated from the spatial average of the G1SST dataset in Long Island Sound
on the day of each sea-breeze event. Values of NARR SST are uniformly modified so that
the NARR daily mean is equal to the G1SST daily mean for each event, ensuring that the
mean Long Island Sound SST is consistent for all sensitivity experiments. To achieve this,
the difference between the NARR value in central Long Island Sound and the mean G1SST
value of Long Island Sound (Fig. 1) is calculated (+ 0.7 ◦ C for the August event; − 0.08 ◦ C
for the July event), with the difference added to the full SST field in all three domains for each
event. This enables quantification of the impact of the SST distribution on local surface fluxes
and sea-breeze dynamics by removing the influence of differences in the mean SST within
Long Island Sound. Additionally, a proper representation of the coastline and coastal surface
water temperatures is ensured by interpolating surface initial conditions to the fine numerical
mesoscale grid using a triangular-based linear interpolation (see Lombardo et al. 2016 for
details), so that land and water points are initialized with their proper surface-temperature
values. For all simulations, the SST remains temporally static while the land responds to
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Fig. 2 Sea-temperature model initial conditions on 21 August 2013 for the a uniform SST, b NARR, c G1SST
sensitivity experiments; d–f As in a–c, but for the 8 July 2013 sea-breeze event. The dashed black lines in
panel a correspond to the cross-sections displayed in Figs. 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14

diurnal heating. Simulations are run for 18 h after initialization at 0300 UTC on the day of
each event.
In the numerical sensitivity experiments, only the surface conditions over the coastal
ocean are varied (Fig. 2), and remain static throughout the simulation, while the land-surface
conditions vary in response to the simulated diurnal cycle. Consequently, the land-surface
temperatures and the 2-m temperatures over land are essentially the same among the sensitivity experiments (Fig. 3). For example, there are notable differences in the 2-m temperature
over the coastal ocean with essentially no difference in the 2-m temperature over land at
1500 UTC on 21 August 2013 (Fig. 3a–c) and at 1500 UTC on 8 July 2013 (Fig. 3d–f) in the
numerical simulations, when the sea breeze has reached maturity. Therefore, any differences
between simulations (surface fluxes, 2-m temperature, and strength in sea-breeze circulation) are a consequence of variations over the coastal ocean. As such, the presentation and
discussion of the variations in surface fluxes and the 2-m temperature primarily focus on the
ocean side to emphasize and highlight the source of the differences.

2.2 Observational Data
The numerical results are compared with coastal observations provided by regional buoys
(Fig. 1) in western (44022), central (44039), and eastern (44060) Long Island Sound available
every 15 min from the National Buoy Data Center (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov), as well as
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Fig. 3 The 2-m temperature (shaded every 0.5 ◦ C) and 10-m velocity vectors on 21 August 2013 at 1500
UTC (1100 local time) for the a uniform SST, b NARR, c G1SST sensitivity experiments; d–f As in a–c, but
for 8 July 2013 at 1500 UTC. The reference wind speed is 5 m s−1 with values corresponding to the centre of
the arrows

buoys operated by the University of Connecticut, and hourly land-surface observations from
surface stations at Westchester New York, New Haven Connecticut, and Groton Connecticut
provided by the Iowa Environmental Mesonet (https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/archive/).

3 Results
3.1 21 August 2013 Sea-Breeze Event
3.1.1 Uniform SST Sensitivity Experiment
The sea-breeze event on 21 August occurred under weak synoptic forcing, with a surface
anticyclone centred over the eastern USA, with light and variable surface wind speeds (≤
1 m s−1 ) and minimal regional cloud cover (not shown; see Lombardo et al. 2016) throughout
the event. The sea-breeze development begins near 1400 UTC and the circulation decays
around 1900 UTC after progressing 10–15 km inland. Examination of the diurnally-varying
surface fluxes and associated overlying 2-m air temperature for the uniform SST sensitivity
experiment illustrates the complexity of the sea-breeze development even in the absence of
SST gradients (Fig. 4). Surface heat fluxes over land are not addressed since they are similar
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Fig. 4 21 August 2013 uniform SST sensitivity experiment a instantaneous sensible heat flux (shaded every
1 W m−2 ) at 1500 UTC (1100 local time), b at 1600 UTC (1200 local time), c at 1700 UTC (1300 local time);
d instantaneous latent heat flux (shaded every 8 W m−2 ) at 1500 UTC, e at 1600 UTC, f at 1700 UTC; g
instantaneous buoyancy flux (shaded every 2 W m−2 ) at 1500 UTC, h 1600 UTC, i 1700 UTC

among the sensitivity experiments (not shown). The sensible heat (H ) flux can be evaluated
from


H = ρcp Ch U θg − θa ,
(1)
where ρ is the dry air density (kg m−3 ), cp is the specific heat capacity of dry air at constant
pressure (J kg−1 K−1 ), Ch is the bulk transfer coefficient for heat, U is the wind speed (m
s−1 ) at the lowest model level (54 m), θg is the potential temperature at the surface (K), θa
is the potential temperature at the lowest model level, while the latent heat flux is


λ E = λρ MCq U qg − qa ,
(2)
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Fig. 5 21 August 2013 2-m temperature (shaded every 0.5 ◦ C) and 10-m velocity vectors for the uniform
SST sensitivity experiment at a 1500 UTC (1100 local time), b 1600 UTC (1200 local time), c 1700 UTC
(1300 local time). The reference wind speed is 5 m s−1 with values corresponding to the centre of the arrows

where λ is the latent heat of vaporization (J kg−1 ), Cq is the bulk transfer coefficient for
moisture, M is the moisture availability (M = 1 over the ocean), qg is the mixing ratio at the
surface (kg kg−1 ), and qa is the mixing ratio at the lowest model level.
At 1500 UTC (1100 local time), positive sensible heat fluxes relate to a transfer of
1–3 W m−2 of heat from Long Island Sound into the overlying marine ABL (Fig. 4a). The
horizontal inhomogeneity results from variations in atmospheric potential temperature and
wind speed across Long Island Sound, with the highest wind speeds along northern Long
Island Sound (Eq. 1; Fig. 5). Over the following 2 h (Fig. 4b, c), sensible heat fluxes become
negative as heat is removed from the overlying atmosphere, especially offshore of central
Connecticut. Though surface sensible heat fluxes represent a transfer of heat away from the
marine ABL, by 1700 UTC (1300 local time), the 2-m temperature increases by 0.5 ◦ C over
eastern Long Island Sound and 1.5 ◦ C over western Long Island Sound (Fig. 5a–c), primarily
due to adiabatic descent (heat budget not shown). The vertical temperature advection is
 
∂θ
∂θ
∝ −w
,
(3)
∂t
∂z
where w is the vertical velocity component (m s−1 ) with ascent defined as positive, and ∂θ/∂z
is the vertical gradient of potential temperature (K m−1 ). Average vertical advection values
over eastern Long Island Sound are 0.3−0.4 ◦ C h−1 , and 1.1−1.3 ◦ C h−1 over western Long
Island Sound, indicating that as much as 85% of the warming is due to descending motion
advecting higher temperatures downwards into the boundary layer, since θ is conserved for
adiabatic motions. The region of lower 2-m temperature located south-east of Long Island
results from a combination of, (1) cold-air advection during the night as diurnally cooled air
over Long Island is advected to the south-east over the coastal waters, (2) a localized region
of clouds that likely developed in response to convergence associated with a low-level trough
(not shown). Latent heat fluxes over Long Island Sound remain positive during the development of the sea breeze (Fig. 4d–f), with maximum values near 70 W m−2 south of the eastern
Connecticut and Rhode Island coasts, as a result of the higher wind speeds (Eq. 2; Fig. 5).
The combined sensible and latent heat fluxes influence the density of the overlying marine
ABL, and thus characteristics of the offshore sea breeze, where the buoyancy flux is defined
as


Bf = ρcp w  θv = ρcp w  θ  (1 + 0.61q2 ) + 0.61θ2 w  q  .
(4)
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Here, w  θ  is the kinematic heat flux (K m s−1 ), q2 is the 2-m mixing ratio (kg kg−1 ), w  q  is
the kinematic moisture flux (m s−1 ), and θ2 is the 2-m potential temperature (K). The buoyancy flux describes the magnitude and sense of the production of buoyancy and turbulence
within the boundary layer. Between 1500 and 1700 UTC, the buoyancy flux over Long Island
Sound decreases from a positive 5–7 W m−2 to near zero due to the opposing contributions
of the sensible and latent heat fluxes (Fig. 4g–i). The temporally evolving surface heat fluxes
reduce the production of turbulence within the coastal marine ABL during the development
of the sea breeze. The main exception is the buoyancy flux over Block Island Sound, which
remains positive from large latent heat fluxes and relatively small sensible heat fluxes during
this period. The influence of the reduced buoyancy of the sea-breeze air is addressed in Sect. 4.

3.1.2 NARR-SST Sensitivity Experiment
The inclusion of a horizontal sea-temperature gradient provides additional complexity to
the distribution of surface fluxes and the overlying air temperature. The 32-km NARRSST dataset is often used in numerical simulations of atmospheric phenomena in coastal
environments (e.g., Lombardo and Colle 2013; Ngan et al. 2015; Lombardo et al. 2016; Xiao
et al. 2016; Sharma et al. 2017), and is similar to the horizontal resolution used in operational
numerical weather prediction (Fig. 2b). Comparison between the uniform and NARR-SST
sensitivity experiments quantifies the impact of the inclusion of moderate horizontal SST
variability on the local surface fluxes and ultimately the sea-breeze circulation.
During initial sea-breeze development, the sensible heat fluxes over western Long Island
Sound are slightly greater than the uniform experiment, and 133% (1.6 W m−1 ) less over
eastern Long Island Sound (Fig. 6a, b; Table 2). Latent heat fluxes are 38% (3.6 W m−1 )
larger over western Long Island Sound and 21 % (9 W m−1 ) smaller over eastern Long
Island Sound. The magnitude and sign of these differences persist at 1700 UTC (Fig. 6d, e;
Table 2), contributing to a negative buoyancy flux over eastern Long Island Sound (Fig. 6c, f).
Given that sea breezes are driven by land–sea buoyancy differences, inclusion of the NARRSST dataset may increase the propagation speed of the sea breeze originating from eastern
Long Island Sound due to the development of a cooler, denser marine ABL. Differences in
surface fluxes over central Long Island Sound are relatively small between the sensitivity
experiments.
For the NARR-SST numerical experiment, the 2-m air temperature is approximately 0.5 ◦ C
higher over western Long Island Sound and approximately 1 ◦ C lower over eastern Long
Island Sound than the uniform experiment (Fig. 7a, b, d). With vertical temperature advection
similar between sensitivity experiments (not shown), differences in 2-m temperatures are due
to variations in surface sensible heat fluxes. The 2-m temperatures over land are the same
between sensitivity experiments (not shown), indicating that variations in the offshore marine
ABL temperature modify the coastal land–sea thermal difference and potentially the coastal
circulations, which are addressed in Sect. 3.1.4.

3.1.3 G1SST Sensitivity Experiment
The 1-km G1SST dataset is a spatially high-resolution dataset reconstructed from observed
sea-temperature patterns (Fig. 2c). During the August event, the G1SST is within 0.1−0.2 ◦ C
of the observations at model initialization, and is closer to the observed values than the NARR
sea temperatures (Fig. 5). Sea temperatures are 1 ◦ C (1.5 ◦ C) higher over western Long Island
Sound and 1 ◦ C (2 ◦ C) lower over eastern Long Island Sound than the NARR (uniform) SST
(Fig. 2a,b, c).
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Fig. 6 NARR-SST sensitivity experiment for 21 August 2013 a instantaneous sensible heat flux (shaded every
1 W m−2 ), b instantaneous latent heat flux (shaded every 8 W m−2 ), c instantaneous buoyancy flux (shaded
every 2 W m−2 ) at 1500 UTC (1100 local time); d–f As in a–c but at 1700 UTC (1300 local time)

At 1500 UTC (1100 local time), G1SST sensible heat fluxes over western Long
Island Sound are 400% (0.8 W m−2 ) greater than the uniform SST experiment, and 400%
(4.8 W m−2 ) less over eastern Long Island Sound (Fig. 8a, Table 2). At 1700 UTC (1300
local time), a large downwards transport of sensible heat persists over eastern Long Island
Sound (Fig. 8d, Table 2), contributing to 2-m temperatures 2 ◦ C lower and 1.5 ◦ C higher over
eastern and western Long Island Sound, respectively, with respect to the uniform experiment
(Fig. 8c, e). Compared with the uniform experiment, latent heat fluxes are 70–130% greater
and approximately 70% smaller over western and eastern Long Island Sound, respectively,
between 1500 and 1700 UTC (Fig. 8b, e, Table 2). The enhanced upwards latent heat fluxes
and relatively small downwards sensible heat fluxes contribute to the turbulent production
of buoyancy over western Long Island Sound (on average 240% more positive) and central
Long Island Sound (on average 40% more positive), while the smaller upwards latent heat
fluxes and large downwards sensible heat fluxes promote the suppression of turbulence over
eastern Long Island Sound (on average 375% more negative; Fig. 8c, f).

3.1.4 Impact of SST Representation on the Distance of Inland Penetration of the
Sea-Breeze Front
Numerical sensitivity experiments show that the SST resolution influences the magnitude
and horizontal distribution of surface heat fluxes over both Long and Block Island Sounds,
resulting in horizontal variations in buoyancy production and the overlying 2-m tempera-
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Table 2 Absolute and percentage change in sensible and latent heat fluxes in W m−2 at 1500 UTC (1100
local time) and 1700 UTC (1300 local time) at buoy locations in the western Long Island Sound (WLIS),
central Long Island Sound (CLIS), and eastern Long Island Sound (ELIS)
NARR minus uniform
H (W m−2 )

G1SST minus uniform
λ E (W m−2 )

H (W m−2 )

λ E (W m−2 )

August
1500 UTC
WLIS

0.2 (120%)

CLIS

− 0.1 (− 4%)

− 0.7 (− 2%)

3.6 (38%)

0.5 (21%)

0.8 (400%)

ELIS

− 1.6 (− 133%)

− 9.0 (− 21%)

− 4.8 (− 400%)

12.3 (129%)
3.8 (11%)
− 29.1 (− 67%)

1700 UTC
WLIS

− 0.4 (− 29%)

3.8 (59%)

− 0.2 (− 12%)

CLIS

− 0.3 (− 14%)

− 0.1 (− 0.5%)

− 0.1 (− 6%)

ELIS

− 1.3 (− 56%)

− 12.5 (− 28%)

− 4.1 (− 180%)

− 32.6 (− 72%)

WLIS

− 0.3 (− 6%)

− 0.6 (− 5%)

− 1.0 (− 20%)

− 2.4 (− 21%)

CLIS

0.0 (0%)

0.2 (1%)

4.7 (60%)

19.4 (82%)

ELIS

− 3.7 (− 43%)

− 12.4 (− 57%)

− 9.0 (− 105%)

− 24.4 (− 113%)

WLIS

13.6 (54%)

− 25.0 (− 54%)

− 1.9 (− 8%)

CLIS

− 0.6 (− 3%)

1.6 (4%)

3.6 (20%)

25.0 (58%)

ELIS

− 3.5 (− 34%)

− 7.3 (− 29%)

− 3.7 (− 35%)

− 19.1 (− 75%)

4.5 (69%)
8.1 (39%)

July
1500 UTC

1700 UTC
25.0 (58%)

ture along the estuary. Consequently, alongshore variations in the land–sea air-temperature
contrast, as well as the associated buoyancy, may influence regional sea breezes.
To quantify the difference in the sea-breeze propagation speed between sensitivity experiments, we define the sea-breeze front as a maximum in horizontal flow convergence at the
lowest model level (54-m),


∂v
∂u
−
→
− ∇ · VH = −
+
,
(5)
∂x
∂y
where ∂u/∂ x and ∂v/∂ y are the horizontal gradients in the horizontal velocity components
(s−1 ). Cross-sections highlight the low-level onshore flow associated with the sea-breeze
circulation within the lowest 0.7–0.9 km (Fig. 9a, c, e), where ascent associated with the
region of convergence marks the location of the sea-breeze front, with the offshore return
flow centred near 1.3 km (Fig 9). The descending branch of the sea-breeze circulation over
western and central Long Island Sound is nearly 35 km wide and confined to the north of
Long Island (Fig. 9a, c), while over eastern Long Island Sound, a weak descent is visible
over the full domain (Fig. 9e)
Differences in the location of the sea-breeze front between sensitivity experiments are
small over all regions of the coast, with representative transects for western, central, and
eastern Long Island Sound provided (Fig. 9a, c, e). A closer look at the convergence boundaries at 1700 UTC from the uniform (shaded), NARR (red), and G1SST (black) experiments
illustrates the largest differences of about 2 km (Fig. 9b, d, f). The causes for this are discussed
in Sect. 4.
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Fig. 7 Uniform SST sensitivity experiment on 21 August 2013 at 1700 UTC (1300 local time) a 2-m temperature (shaded every 0.5 ◦ C) and 10-m velocity vectors; b As in a, but for the NARR sensitivity experiment;
c As in a, but for the G1SST sensitivity experiment; d NARR minus uniform 2-m temperature difference
(shaded every 0.5 ◦ C); e As in d, but for G1SST minus uniform. The reference wind speed is 5 m s−1 with
values corresponding to the centre of the arrows

3.2 8 July 2013 Sea-Breeze Event
A complementary presentation of the 8 July sea-breeze event illustrates that the results
from the 21 August event are not unique. The July event forms under the influence of an
Appalachian Lee trough, which drives light (4 m s−1 ) westerly flow over the region early
during the event, shifting to west-south-west during the latter half of the day (not shown). The
sea-breeze front moves onshore between 1300 and 1400 UTC, and decays by 1900 UTC after
progressing 25–30 km inland. With clear skies over Long Island Sound and scattered clouds
over inland regions, the sea-breeze front appears as a line of clearing in the visible satellite (not
shown; see Lombardo et al. 2016). The signs of the sensible, latent, and buoyancy fluxes over
the estuary remain consistent through the development of the sea breeze and, therefore, only
the results at 1700 UTC are presented. Also, surface fluxes associated with the NARR-SST
experiment are similar to the uniform-SST experiment through the majority of Long Island
Sound due to the minimal NARR-SST gradient over the estuary during this event (Fig. 2d,
e). Therefore, only results from the uniform- and G1SST-SST experiments are presented.
While the SST used in the 8 July uniform sea-breeze experiment is only 0.5 ◦ C greater
than the 21 August event, the surface sensible heat fluxes into the ocean are five times greater,
with the largest found over central Long Island Sound (Fig. 10a). This is due to greater wind
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Fig. 8 As in Fig. 6, but for the G1SST sensitivity experiment

speeds, especially over central Long Island Sound, and a larger vertical gradient in potential
temperature, which primarily results from the greater warm-air advection over the estuary
during this event (Eq. 1; figures not shown). The greatest positive latent heat fluxes are
collocated with the most negative sensible heat fluxes; the magnitude of both fluxes is larger
than for the August event primarily due to higher low-level wind speeds (Fig. 10d). Given the
large sensible heat flux into the ocean, the magnitude of the buoyancy flux is over ten times
greater than during the August event, with negative values over the entire domain (Fig. 10c).
Despite the transfer of sensible heat away from the surface layer, the 2-m temperature
increases by as much as 1.5 ◦ C between 1500 and 1700 UTC (Fig. 10d). This increase is
primarily due to the horizontal temperature advection implied in the 10-m westerly flow over
Long Island Sound, which advects warm continental and Long Island air over the coastal
waters (Fig. 10d), with vertical advection as a secondary contribution (not shown). The 2m temperature over Long Island Sound is higher during the July event compared with the
August event, primarily due to the larger contribution from horizontal advection.
While the G1SST dataset is more representative of the observed sea temperature at the
buoys compared with the NARR-SST dataset, it deviates by 0.5−1.5 ◦ C from observed
values at model initialization (not shown). Inclusion of the G1SST dataset contributes to a
reduced sensible heat flux into the ocean (2–6 W m−2 ) over central Long Island Sound, as
the warmer underlying sea surface reduces the vertical potential-temperature gradient. The
larger sensible heat flux into the ocean over eastern Long Island Sound results from the lower
SST (Figs. 2d, f, 10e, Eq. 1). On the one hand, the latent heat flux into the marine ABL is
enhanced by 40 W m−2 over central Long Island Sound (Fig. 10f) because of the larger surface
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(b) WLIS
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(c) CLIS

(d) CLIS
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Fig. 9 Cross-sections of flow convergence (10−4 s−1 ) on 21 August 2013 1700 UTC (1300 local time)
from the uniform SST sensitivity experiment (shaded), NARR sensitivity experiment (red), G1SST sensitivity
experiment (black), with the virtual potential temperature as isolines and velocity vectors in the plane of the
cross-section from the G1SST simulation for a, b western Long Island Sound (WLIS); c, d central Long Island
Sound (CLIS); e, f eastern Long Island Sound (ELIS). Panels b, d, f magnify the highlighted regions of a,
c, e (blue boxes), respectively. The units of the axes are km. The reference wind speed is 5 m s−1 with values
corresponding to the centre of the arrows. The cross-section locations are shown in Fig. 2a while the location
of the Connecticut coastline is marked with a red triangle

mixing ratios associated with the warmer sea surface, which increases the vertical moisture
gradient (Eq. 2; figures not shown). On the other hand, there is essentially no latent heat
flux into the atmosphere over eastern Long Island Sound as the lower sea temperature forces
the vertical moisture gradient towards zero. Consequently, with respect to the uniform SST
experiment, the buoyancy flux is 5–10 W m−2 greater over central Long Island Sound with
0.5−1 ◦ C higher 2-m temperature, but 5–10 W m−2 smaller over eastern Long Island Sound
with 0.5−1 ◦ C lower 2-m temperature (Fig. 10g, h). There are minimal differences between
experiments over the western Long Island Sound region. The weak background synoptic
flow (4 m s−1 ) enhances the strength of the onshore sea breeze and masks the presence of
the elevated southerly return flow over eastern Long Island Sound, as well as the descending
branch offshore (Fig. 11a). Ascent is collocated with the sea-breeze front, with little difference
in the location of the front at 1700 UTC between sensitivity experiments (Fig. 11b).
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Fig. 10 Uniform SST sensitivity experiment for 8 July 2013 1700 UTC (1300 local time) a instantaneous
sensible heat flux (shaded every 5 W m−2 ), b instantaneous latent heat flux (shaded every 8 W m−2 ), c instantaneous buoyancy flux (shaded every 3 W m−2 ), d 2-m temperature (shaded every 0.5 ◦ C) 10-m velocity
vectors; e–h As in a–d but for the G1SST sensitivity experiment. The reference wind speed is 5 m s−1 with
values corresponding to the centre of the arrows. Note the shading scale for the latent heat flux is different
from the scale used for the 21 August sea-breeze event in Figs. 4, 6, and 8

(b)

(a)

ELIS

ELIS
CT

Fig. 11 a Cross-sections flow convergence (10−4 s−1 ) on 8 July 2013 1700 UTC (1300 local time) from
the uniform SST sensitivity experiment (shaded), NARR sensitivity experiment (red), G1SST sensitivity
experiment (black), virtual potential temperature and velocity vectors in the plane of the cross-section from
the G1SST simulation for eastern Long Island Sound (ELIS). b Magnified region according to the blue box
in panel (a). The reference wind speed is 5 m s−1 with values corresponding to the centre of the arrows. All
axis units are km with cross-section locations shown in Fig. 2a

4 Impact of the Horizontal Sea-Temperature Gradient on the Sea-Breeze
Propagation Speed
Theoretical (e.g., Simpson 1994) and idealized modelling studies (e.g., Steele et al. 2013)
show a corresponding change in propagation of the sea-breeze front resulting from changes
in sea temperature and, thus, the land–sea temperature gradient. Here, we address the
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potential causes for the minimal differences in sea-breeze propagation speed and inlandpenetration distance between sea-temperature sensitivity experiments, regardless of changes
in the offshore near-surface temperatures, buoyancy, and coastal land–sea temperature
gradients.

4.1 Stability of the Coastal Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer
In the absence of topographic and environmental factors, sea breezes have been shown to
propagate as density currents (e.g., Simpson 1987; Miller et al. 2003; Robinson et al. 2013)
forced by gradients in buoyancy across the sea-breeze front. While a land–sea surface and
2-m temperature difference provide some insight into the potential development and strength
of a sea breeze, the propagation of a sea breeze depends on the land–sea buoyancy difference.
The theoretical sea-breeze speed can be represented as

c=

θ̄v(sb) − θ̄v(env)
θ̄v(env)


gh,

(6)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m s−2 ), θ̄v(sb) is the column-averaged virtual
potential temperature of the sea-breeze air averaged over the vertical depth of the sea breeze,
θ̄v(env) is the column-averaged virtual potential temperature of the environmental air downstream of the sea-breeze front, and averaged over the depth of the sea breeze, and h is the
depth of the sea breeze defined as the height where the onshore wind speed associated with
the sea breeze is a minimum (Robinson et al. 2013). The column-averaged environmental and
sea-breeze air is calculated 0–10 km inland (north) and offshore (south) from the sea-breeze
front following Robinson et al. (2013), and averaged over a 26-km wide box perpendicular to
the plane of the cross-section (Fig. 2d). We explored the sensitivity of the location and width
of the box over which the calculations were performed, and found that reducing the width
of the box by half reduced the propagation speed by only 0.2 m s−1 (6–12%), while shifting
the box 5 km away from the sea-breeze front resulted in a reduction of approximately 0.5
m s−1 . Here, the theoretical sea-breeze speed is calculated every 15 min and averaged from
1500–1800 UTC (1100–1400 local time).
Using Eq. 6, the average theoretical propagation speed of the sea-breeze front differs by
0.2 m s−1 at most between sensitivity experiments for both events. The temporally-evolving
sea-breeze depth is similar between experiments, and there are minimal differences in the
column-averaged perturbation of virtual potential temperature associated with the sea-breeze
air. Considering the August event, sea-temperature variations between sensitivity experiments contribute to differences in surface heat fluxes (Table 2), leading to 2-m temperature
differences of ± 1 ◦ C (Fig. 7e). However, cross-sections over western, central, and eastern
Long Island Sound reveal that these temperature differences are confined to the lowest 100–
200 m (Fig. 12). For example, the G1SST experiment virtual potential temperature (θv ) is
0.2−0.4 ◦ C higher than the uniform experiment over western and central Long Island Sound
through the sea-breeze development, but only below 100 m (Fig. 12a, b, d, e). Over eastern
Long Island Sound, θv for the G1SST experiment is 0.6 ◦ C lower, but only below 200 m over
water and below 400 m in the sea-breeze head at 1700 UTC (Fig. 12c, f). From Eq. 6, the
speed of the sea-breeze front is proportional to the θv perturbation (θv ) averaged through the
depth of the sea breeze, which is over 1 km at 1700 UTC (not shown). Since differences in θv
are for shallow flow, their impact on the column-averaged θv , and thus sea-breeze propagation
speed, are minimal.
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(d) WLIS 1700 UTC

(a) WLIS 1500 UTC

LI

CT
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(e) CLIS 1700 UTC

(b) CLIS 1500 UTC

LI

LI

CT

LI

CT

(f) ELIS 1700 UTC

(c) ELIS 1500 UTC

CT

CT

Fig. 12 G1SST minus uniform virtual potential temperature (shaded every 0.2 K), uniform virtual potential
temperature (black contours every 1 K) and uniform velocity vectors for 21 August 2013 1500 UTC (1100
local time) over a western Long Island Sound (WLIS), b central Long Island Sound (CLIS), c eastern Long
Island Sound (ELIS). d–f As in a–c, but at 1700 UTC (1300 local time). Cross-section locations are illustrated
in Fig. 2a. The location of the Connecticut (CT) coast is marked with a red triangle

Differences in θv are confined to the lowest levels of the marine ABL in part due to the
relatively high stability of the offshore boundary layer, which can be quantified by the squared
buoyancy frequency,
g ∂θv
N2 =
,
(7)
θv ∂z
where for N 2 > 0, the atmosphere is considered statically stable, while N 2 < 0 indicates
an unstable regime. The buoyancy frequency over the depth of the greatest θv differences is
6 × 10−4 s−2 , indicating a stable marine ABL, with values as large as 10 × 10−4 s−2 near the
surface of western Long Island Sound (Fig. 13a, c, e). Differences in the buoyancy frequency
between sensitivity experiments are minimal (Fig. 13a, c, e).
For the G1SST experiment, the gradient Richardson number (Fig. 13) Ri = 1−7 within
the lowest 100 m over western Long Island Sound, and Ri > 10 over both central and
eastern Long Island Sound within the lowest 200 m (Fig. 13b, d, f). This indicates that
turbulent mixing is reduced, especially over the central and eastern portions of the estuary.
Comparable values are seen in the uniform and NARR model sensitivity experiments (not
shown).
Similar features are seen for the July sea-breeze event as well. Over eastern Long Island
Sound, the largest differences in θv are confined to below 100 m (Fig. 14a), which is collocated
with high buoyancy frequency values of 6−12 × 10−4 s−2 (Fig. 14b) and Ri values of 1–3
(Fig. 14c). For both sea-breeze events, the relatively stable marine ABL prevents the vertical
mixing of the θv perturbations created by variations in surface fluxes due to differences in
the horizontal sea-temperature distribution.
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(a) WLIS

(b) WLIS
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Fig. 13 Cross-section of the buoyancy frequency (shaded every 2 × 10−4 s−2 ) on 21 August 2013 1700
UTC (1300 local time) for the G1SST sensitivity experiment, G1SST velocity vectors, and uniform sensitivity
experiment buoyancy frequency (contoured every 2 × 10−4 s−2 ) over a western Long Island Sound (WLIS),
c central Long Island Sound (CLIS), e eastern Long Island Sound (ELIS); G1SST sensitivity experiment
gradient Richardson number (dimensionless, shaded), virtual potential temperature (contoured every 1 K),
and velocity vectors (m s−1 ) over b western Long Island Sound (WLIS), d central Long Island Sound (CLIS),
f eastern Long Island Sound (ELIS). Cross-section locations are illustrated in Fig. 2a. The location of the
Connecticut (CT) coast is marked with a red triangle

Care was taken to ensure that the enhanced marine ABL stability was not a consequence of
the choice of boundary-layer parametrization, since turbulence kinetic energy parametrizations tend to have a cool, moist bias (e.g., Hu et al. 2010; Coniglio et al. 2013). The sensitivity
experiments were repeated using the Yonsei University (YSU; Hong et al. 2006) parametrization, which is known to have a warm, dry bias (e.g., Hu et al. 2010; Coniglio et al. 2013).
Minimal differences exist between simulations using the local and non-local parametrizations, including the sea-breeze propagation speed, inland-penetration distance, as well as
the magnitude and vertical structure of the stability parameters (not shown). Therefore, the
influence of the stable marine ABL on sea-breeze structures and circulations is not an artefact
of the choice of the boundary-layer parametrization.

4.2 Land–Sea and Along-Estuary Surface-Temperature Differences
The relative magnitude of the along (east–west) estuary sea-temperature gradient compared
with the land–sea coastal temperature gradient may also contribute to the small differences
in sea-breeze propagation speed between sensitivity experiments. The along-estuary seatemperature gradients are smaller than the land–sea coastal gradients for all simulations
(Fig. 15), which may minimize the development of differences in sea-breeze speed between
sensitivity experiments. Considering the G1SST experiment, the experiment with the largest
along-estuary thermal gradient (Figs. 2c, f, 7c, 10h), the SST difference between western and
eastern Long Island Sound is 3 ◦ C for the August event and 1 ◦ C for the July event (Fig. 15a, c),
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Fig. 14 Cross-section over eastern Long Island Sound (ELIS) on 8 July 2013 1700 UTC (1300 local time) of a
G1SST minus uniform virtual potential temperature (shaded every 0.2 K), uniform virtual potential temperature
(black contours every 1 K) and uniform velocity vectors; b G1SST sensitivity experiment buoyancy frequency
(shaded every 2 × 10−4 s−2 ), G1SST velocity vectors, and uniform sensitivity experiment buoyancy frequency
(contoured every 2 × 10−4 s−2 ); c G1SST sensitivity experiment gradient Richardson number (dimensionless,
shaded), virtual potential temperature (contoured every 1 K), and velocity vectors (m s−1 ). Cross-section
location is illustrated in Fig. 2a

contributing to an along-estuary maximum 2-m temperature difference of 4 and 2 ◦ C during
the August and July events, respectively (Fig. 15b, d). The land–sea surface-temperature
differences are as large as 15−20 ◦ C during the two sea-breeze events (1400–1800 UTC;
Fig. 15a, c), with differences in land–sea 2-m temperature as large as 7−9 ◦ C (Fig. 15b, d).
Given the relatively small differences in marine ABL air temperature across Long Island
Sound, the variability in the 2-m temperature differences across the coastline from western
to eastern Long Island Sound is relatively small (± 0−2◦ C; Fig. 15b, d). Furthermore, the
magnitudes of the coastal land–sea temperature differences in each individual sensitivity
experiment are larger than the differences between experiments. Differences in the land–sea
surface-temperature contrast between sensitivity experiments range from ± 3−5 ◦ C, while
differences in 2-m land–sea temperature contrast are ± 1 ◦ C (Fig. 7e). The magnitudes of
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(a)

(b)

21 August
sea-temperature

21 August
2-m temperature

(c)

(d)

8 July
sea-temperature
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Fig. 15 Sea-temperature difference of the G1SST sensitivity experiment for the western Long Island Sound
(WLIS) minus eastern Long Island Sound (ELIS) (black), White Plains New York land minus western Long
Island Sound buoy (44022) sea-surface temperature (red), New Haven Connecticut land minus central Long
Island Sound buoy (44039) sea temperature (blue), Groton Connecticut land minus eastern Long Island Sound
buoy (44060) sea temperature (grey) for a 21 August 2013; b As in a but for the 2-m temperature; c As in a
but for 8 July 2013; d As in b but for 8 July 2013. See Fig. 1 for land-station and offshore-buoy locations

the land–sea surface and 2-m temperature differences in the G1SST simulation are four
to six times larger than differences in these values between SST sensitivity experiments.
Therefore, the relative changes in thermal differences across the coastline between sensitivity
experiments are relatively small (11–14%). Since the propagation speed of the sea-breeze
front is partly determined by coastal thermal and related buoyancy gradients, small changes
in these gradients may produce only small changes in the propagation of the front in the
presence of relatively large land–sea temperature contrasts.

5 Discussion
The use of a fine-scale SST dataset has a relatively large influence on air-sea surface fluxes
(Figs. 4, 6, 8; Table 2), but a relatively small impact on the developing sea-breeze circulation
for the study area (Figs. 9, 11). LaCasse et al. (2008) found that the inclusion of a fine-scale
(1-km) SST dataset resulted in a 2 ◦ C greater horizontal temperature difference across the
Florida current compared with a coarser SST dataset. This results in an increase in sensible
and latent heat fluxes of 12 and 60 W m−2 , respectively, over regions of higher SSTs, and
decreases of 6 and 20 W m−2 , respectively, over regions of lower SSTs. Similar values are
seen here, with changes in SST ranging from 0.5−1.5 ◦ C through the inclusion of the G1SST
dataset (Fig. 2), with sensible and latent heat-flux differences as high as 9 and 32 W m−2 ,
respectively (Table 2). However, LaCasse et al. (2008) illustrated that the coastal circulations
respond to the differences in surface heat fluxes, while we find minimal differences in the
coastal circulation.
From Eq. 6, variations in the depth of the sea breeze h contribute to changes in sea-breeze
propagation speed. LaCasse et al. (2008) showed that the offshore boundary-layer height over
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the sub-tropical waters off the Florida coast changes by as much as 160–180 m due to vertical
heat transport, which modifies the velocity field within the marine ABL through pressuregradient adjustments. Consequently, regions of convergence and the associated precipitation
are enhanced and shifted offshore (LaCasse et al. 2008). We find negligible differences in
the marine ABL height between SST sensitivity experiments due to the stable mid-latitude
marine ABL, with minimal changes to the horizontal pressure distribution over the region
(not shown).
Furthermore, the presence of a relatively large land–sea temperature gradient may only
in part overwhelm the simulated differences in sea-breeze propagation speed between SST
sensitivity experiments. The variation in coastal 2-m temperature differences between the
SST sensitivity experiments (0−2 ◦ C) are relatively small compared with the existing land–
sea temperature difference (7−9 ◦ C; Fig. 15). Since the sea-breeze propagation speed is a
function of the land–sea temperature contrast (Eq. 6), the relatively small changes in the
land–sea temperature gradient compared with the magnitude of the existing gradient may
minimize changes in simulated sea-breeze propagation speeds. However, land–sea surfacetemperature differences (on average 10−15 ◦ C; Fig. 15) are somewhat similar to the values
found in LaCasse et al. (2008) (8 ◦ C), though they noted differences in boundary-layer circulations. Therefore, the relative magnitude of the changes in the land–sea temperature contrast
between SST sensitivity experiments verses the magnitude of the existing land–sea contrast
does not fully explain the minimal response in sea-breeze propagation speed to the SST
distribution. We conclude that the presence of a stable marine ABL over Long Island Sound
(Figs. 13, 14) prevents the near-surface air from mixing through the boundary layer, which
limits characteristic changes to the marine ABL because of the underlying SST distribution.
This minimizes variations in the horizontal air-pressure distribution, and thus the influence
on local boundary-layer circulations.
Our results suggest that the use of fine-scale SST datasets may not produce more accurate sea-breeze forecasts in highly stable marine ABL regimes compared with more coarse
SST datasets, which appear to be more beneficial in sub-tropical and perhaps tropical environments with less stable marine layers. It should be noted that the surface fluxes and the
2-m temperature and moisture fields are dependent on the surface-layer parametrization (i.e.,
Monin–Obukhov similarity theory) used in the mesoscale numerical model. The validity
of the parametrization is confined to an increasingly shallow constant-flux layer near the
surface as stratification increases (see the Appendix for a detailed discussion regarding the
calculation of the 2-m temperature, 2-m moisture, and 10-m wind speed derived from the
surface-layer parametrization). Therefore, the lowest model height (i.e., 54-m) is likely above
the constant-flux layer in these sensitivity experiments. While this affects the magnitude of
the near-surface thermodynamic variables and surface fluxes, it is unlikely to impact our
overall findings and conclusions.
A unique regional complexity is Long Island to the south of Connecticut, which may
influence the southern New England sea breeze. Over southern portions of western and central
Long Island Sound, the magnitudes of the 10-m wind speeds are relatively weak compared
with the regional onshore sea breeze, with more of a westerly rather than southerly velocity
component (Figs. 5, 7a–c, 10d, h). One hypothesis is that there are competing influences
of the southern New England and Long Island landmasses on the flow over southern Long
Island Sound. In the absence of other landmasses, the presence of Long Island would drive a
southerly sea breeze over its southern shore and a northerly sea breeze over its northern shore,
with flow convergence over land. The width of Long Island Sound is at most 34 km, making
the flow over it subject to the influence of both Long Island and southern New England.
Interestingly, the magnitude of the onshore flow over southern Connecticut is similar to that
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over southern Long Island, suggesting that the influence of the Long Island landmass on
the flow over Long Island Sound may be confined to southern Long Island Sound, with
minimal influence on the flow over coastal New England. To more rigorously assess the role
of Long Island on the southern New England sea breeze, numerical sensitivity tests should
be conducted in which the Long Island is removed, but with caution, since its removal will
result in a modification to the oceanic shelf circulations, and thus the horizontal distribution
of the SST.

6 Summary
We quantified the impact of varying spatial distributions of the sea temperature used to
initialize simulations of two sea-breeze events over the coastal Connecticut and the Rhode
Island region on offshore surface fluxes and sea-breeze dynamics. We find notable differences
in surface sensible and latent heat and buoyancy fluxes between experiments initialized with
a uniform, 32-, and 1-km horizontal resolution SST datasets, though only minor differences
in sea-breeze structure, speed, and inland penetration distance. We conclude that the highly
stable offshore marine ABL associated with the sea breeze prevents the modified surface air
from mixing through the depth of the sea breeze, thus limiting the impact on the propagation
of the density current.
While our conclusions are likely applicable to sea-breeze events that occur in similar
environments, i.e. those with stable offshore marine boundary layers, caution should be used
when considering sea breezes in other geographical regions under different stability regimes
(i.e., sub-tropics, tropics). Considering future research, it would be worthwhile to test the
sensitivity of coastal circulations to spatial sea-temperature initial conditions in other regions,
as well as to quantify the impact of other features, such as regional topography and friction,
on sea-breeze propagation.
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Appendix
The MYNN surface-layer parametrization of the WRF model uses a bulk-flux algorithm
based on the COARE 3.0 algorithm (Fairall et al. 2003) to compute the surface fluxes using a
modification implemented by Dr. Joseph Olson. The COARE 3.0 algorithm relies on windspeed dependent parametrizations of the aerodynamic roughness length
z 0 = 0.11

ν
u2
+ α (U ) ∗ ,
u∗
g

(8)

where ν is the kinematic velocity, u ∗ is the friction velocity, and α (U ) is the wind-speed
dependent Charnock parameter. The wind speed U used in the current version of the MYNN
parametrization is given by the value at the lowest grid point, Ua . Future versions of the code
should change the wind speed used in Eq. 8 to the value adjusted to a height of 10 m. As with
the COARE 3.0 algorithm, the current version of the MYNN parametrization adds a gustiness
component to the mean wind speed computed under convective conditions, which accounts
for the unsteady flow causing an appreciable flux in convective conditions not included in the
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the Dyer and Hicks (1970) and COARE 3.0 parametrizations of the stability function
for wind shear. Negative values of z/L denote unstable (convective) conditions and positive reflect stably
stratified conditions

mean wind speed because gusts average to zero (Godfrey and Beljaars 1991; Beljaars 1995).
The parametrization is based on the convective velocity scale w∗ , which requires model
estimates of the buoyancy flux and the boundary-layer height. The same parametrization is
now used over land and water, which removes the old parametrization that created unrealistic
values over large air–sea temperature differences.
The first term on the left-hand-side parametrizes the roughness under smooth flow (i.e.
light winds), while the second term represents the roughness of the wind waves supporting
the surface stress. The roughness length is used to determine the drag coefficient CD , and
thereby the friction velocity as
u∗ ≡

τ/ρ ≈

κ

CD U =
ln

z
z0

− ψm

 z  [Ua − U (z 0 )] ,

(9)

L

where τ is the momentum flux at the surface or surface stress, κ is the von Karman constant
(set to 0.4), and z is the height of the lowest grid point. The surface stress should be estimated
using a wind speed relative to water (Edson et al. 2013) in which case U (z 0 ) represents the
surface current. However, surface currents are not included here, so the friction velocity is
computed using the wind speed relative to earth.
The function ψm (z/L) accounts for modulation of the logarithmic wind-speed profile
due to atmospheric stability, where L is the Obukhov length. The default parametrization of
the stability functions is based on Dyer and Hicks (1970), which differs from the COARE
3.0 parametrization shown in Fig. 16, where the difference is most notable in very stable
conditions. The current version in the MYNN parametrization places limits on the value of
the Obukhov length as −10 < z/L < 2.
The roughness length and friction velocity are then solved iteratively. The thermal and
moisture roughness lengths areparametrized
as the same function of the roughness Reynolds

number z 0νu ∗ , i.e. z t = z q = f z 0νu ∗ , which are used to calculate the transfer coefficients for
heat and moisture for the computation of the sensible and latent heat fluxes in Eqs. 1 and 2,
respectively, as
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⎞

⎛
Ch = Cq =

κ

CD ⎝
ln

z
zt

− ψh

⎞

⎛

 z ⎠ =

κ

CD ⎝

z
zq

ln

L

− ψq

 z ⎠ .

(10)

L

Here, ψt is a function that parametrizes the effect of stability on the potential-temperature
gradient and is assumed equal to the function that accounts for this effect on the mixing ratio
(or specific humidity). The fluxes are used to define the Obukhov length as
L=

θa T∗
,
κg u 2∗

(11)

H
/u ∗ , and represents the scaling parameter for temperature in Monin–
where T∗ ≡ − ρc
p
Obukhov similarity theory.
A shortcoming of this definition of the Obukhov length is that it does not account for the
contribution of the moisture flux to the buoyancy flux, which is required for the convective
velocity scale (which is correctly defined in the MYNN parametrization) and is included by
adding the scaling parameter for humidity


θa T∗ + 0.61θg q∗
L=
,
(12)
κg
u 2∗

where q∗ ≡ − λρλE /u ∗ and the buoyancy flux is given by u ∗ (T∗ + 0.61θg q∗ ) in kinematic
units. The moisture flux generally increases the buoyancy over the ocean and can actually
overwhelm the temperature stratification, making the surface layer unstable and mixing more
efficient. Under conditions of very small surface heat fluxes, the exclusion of the moisture
flux tends to incorrectly diagnose the surface layer as being too stable. This shortcoming is
an avenue of research that is currently being pursued.
The MYNN parametrization calculates the 2-m temperature and mixing ratio, and the
10-m wind speed as diagnostic variables, which are derived using semi-logarithmic profiles
with the same stability functions used for the transfer coefficients. For example, the potential
temperature at 2 m is defined as
 
  
2
T∗
2
θ (2) = θg +
,
(13)
− ψm
ln
κ
zt
L
and is combined with the expression for the potential temperature at the first grid point,
  

z
z
T∗
θa = θg +
ln
(14)
− ψm
κ
zt
L
to eliminate the scaling parameter, giving


 ln
θ (2) = θg + θa − θg 
ln

2
zt

− ψh

z
zt

− ψh

 2 
L

 z  ,

(15)

L

which removes the stability correction in neutral conditions. Similar expressions are used for
the 2-m mixing ratio (or specific humidity) and 10-m wind speed as

 2 
2
ln
−
ψ
q


zq
L
(16)
q (2) = qg + qa − qg 
 z 
z
ln zq − ψq L
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and


 ln

U (10) = Ug + Ua − Ug 
ln

10
z0

− ψm

z
z0

− ψm

 10 
L

 z  ,

(17)

L

respectively, where Ug again represents the surface current and is set to zero here.
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